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Abstract. Understanding the basic biology of human
ageing is a key milestone in attempting to ameliorate
the deleterious consequences of old age. This is an
urgent research priority given the global demographic
shift towards an ageing population. Although some
molecular pathways that have been proposed to
contribute to ageing have been discovered using
classical biochemistry and genetics, the complex,
polygenic and stochastic nature of ageing is such that
the process as a whole is not immediately amenable to
biochemical analysis. Thus, attempts have been made
to elucidate the causes of monogenic progeroid
disorders that recapitulate some, if not all, features
of normal ageing in the hope that this may contribute
to our understanding of normal human ageing. Two

canonical progeroid disorders are Werner�s syndrome
and Hutchinson-Gilford progeroid syndrome (also
known as progeria). Because such disorders are
essentially phenocopies of ageing, rather than ageing
itself, advances made in understanding their patho-
genesis must always be contextualised within theories
proposed to help explain how the normal process
operates. One such possible ageing mechanism is
described by the cell senescence hypothesis of ageing.
Here, we discuss this hypothesis and demonstrate that
it provides a plausible explanation for many of the
ageing phenotypes seen in Werner�s syndrome and
Hutchinson-Gilford progeriod syndrome. The recent
exciting advances made in potential therapies for
these two syndromes are also reviewed.
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Introduction: why study ageing?

Ageing presents a worldwide social and financial
challenge: by the year 2050, more than two billion
people will be over the age of 65 [1]. Long-term care
costs of the ageing population in the United Kingdom
alone are estimated at� £60 billion by 2030. Thus, the
effects of the ageing process are predicted to be the

major global health care challenge of this century [2].
In humans, ageing is associated with a subset of
diseases and crippling conditions including cardiovas-
cular disorders, diabetes, neoplasms, cataract, macular
degeneration, osteoporosis and auditory impairment
which result in frank ill health and low quality of later
life. However, ageing organisms are also frequently
subject to severe physiological frailty resulting in
tolerable performance under �normal� circumstances
but very poor survival chances if the organism is
placed under stress. This is most clearly seen in the* Corresponding author.
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immune system where adequate protection against
infection is normally afforded by the ageing immune
system, but where disease susceptibility increases
markedly following physical or psychological traumas
that do not affect immune function in the young [3 – 5].
Understanding the mechanisms of human ageing may
therefore give important insights into the pathogen-
esis of a range of age-related diseases and also has the
potential to allow intervention before overt degener-
ative pathology has developed.
Progress in understanding the basic biology of ageing
has been rapid over the last 10 years and has reached
the point where clinical interventions aimed at
ameliorating at least some aspects of the ageing
process can be envisaged. However, the complexity
of ageing requires an understanding of biological
processes at multiple levels, from molecules through
cells to tissues, organs and the organism, i.e. an
integrative biology. We contend that an integrative
approach is of particular value in the study of ageing
because its evolution contrasts sharply with that of
many biochemical pathways.

Approaches to studying ageing

Ageing is essentially an evolutionary side effect of
millions of years of selection for reproductive success.
Thus, the genetic basis of the process is potentially
extremely broad and the �ageing� phenotype observed
as a result of gene action may be quite distinct from the
primary role which the gene product plays in the life
history of the organism [6 – 10]. It has been estimated
that thousands of genes could play a role in determin-
ing lifespan in Homo sapiens [11]. However, much of
the scientific literature within gerontology can be read
as though single, simple mechanisms of ageing are
pitted against each other as alternative and mutually
exclusive explanatory theories for how ageing occurs.
Such single-mechanism views appear to us rather
naive. Similarly, because so many loci and pathways
are involved in the production of an essentially �soft�
phenotype (robust survival, as opposed to a �hard�
monogenic phenotype such as eye colour), the iden-
tification of candidate genes for successful ageing in
humans, although probably feasible, is unlikely to
occur either quickly or unambiguously.
Animal models of ageing have proven useful in
identifying individual genes or biochemical pathways
important in longevity, such as the IGF-1 axis in the
nematode Caenorhabditis elegans and fruit fly Dro-
sophila melanogaster [12, 13]. Whilst such systems are
clearly reflective of many aspects of ageing in higher
organisms [R.D.C.Saunders, I. Boubriak, D.J. Clancy,
L.S. Cox, unpublished data], they may have less

relevance to the senescence of mitotically active adult
cells in humans. Rodent models have therefore been
developed (discussed further below), but the direct
applicability of data from these systems again may be
rather limited with respect to humans. Many species of
rodent invest more heavily in reproduction and far less
in maintenance of the soma than do humans, and as a
result susceptibility to oxidative stress and several
genome stability and DNA repair pathways differ
significantly between different rodent species and
between rodents and humans [14, 15]. Thus, these
models trade utility for direct physiological relevance
to the human situation.

Progeroid syndromes
An alternative approach to understanding how human
ageing operates, which complements those briefly
outlined above, is the study of heritable genetic
diseases which mimic some, but not all, the features
of normal ageing, in order to gain insights into how the
ageing process functions in normal individuals [11,
16 – 18]. Originally identified by an unbiased appraisal
of the number of cardinal signs of normal human
ageing, which appear as clinical features within a given
genetic disease, these progeroid syndromes are
classed as either unimodal disorders (which show
only very limited aspects of human ageing such as
increased cancer incidence or rapid neurodegenera-
tion) or segmental disorders, which show a wide range
of ageing-specific phenotypes across multiple tissue
and organ systems.
The study of such progeroid syndromes has the
advantage that mutation of only a single gene is
usually causative in each case. This renders hypoth-
eses easier to frame and test and allows the power of
modern genetics and cell biology to be brought to bear
with peculiar force. The disadvantage of studying such
disorders is that they are essentially phenocopies of
normal ageing rather than the genuine article. We
focus upon the two canonical segmental progeroid
syndromes, Werner�s syndrome (WS) and Hutchin-
son-Gilford progeroid syndrome (HGPS), because
these are the best understood with regard to their
pathology. That pathology is most consistent with the
cell senescence hypothesis of ageing which has been
proposed to account for many aspects of the ageing of
mitotic tissue in normal individuals. We outline this
hypothesis below, but wish to sound a note of caution
at the outset. The genes mutated in these disorders
participate in a wide variety of pathways and processes
(which we have attempted to capture). However,
simple participation in a biological process does not
make a gene product the central player in that process,
and being the central player in a cellular process does
not make that cellular process the cardinal mechanism
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by which �ageing� pathology is generated at the level of
the whole organism. The relationship between geno-
type and phenotype in WS in particular illustrates this
degree of systemic complexity rather well.

The cell senescence hypothesis of ageing

The cell senescence hypothesis of ageing proposes
that the progressive accumulation of senescent cells
contributes to, but does not exclusively cause, the
ageing of the tissue in which they reside. Senescence
(sometimes called replicative senescence for clarity) is
a permanent block to division in cells from the mitotic
tissue compartments of metazoans [19]. This block
can be established in a wide variety of ways which
result in a viable but permanently non-dividing cell.
Senescent cells display many biochemical features
that are distinct from their proliferating counterparts
as a result of widespread changes in the transciptome
[20, 21]. Overall, the differences between senescent
cells and their growing counterparts are as large as
those observed during cell differentiation [22].
Although failure to divide in response to a mitotic
stimulus is the hallmark of senescent cells, not every
non-dividing cell is senescent. Senescence is distinct
from quiescence (transient growth arrest), and in
systems where it is possible to experimentally separate
the two, senescence is distinct from terminal differ-
entiation [23, 24].
Senescence has the potential to contribute to ageing in
at least two distinct ways: (i) through simple loss of
proliferative capacity; (ii) through alterations in the
tissue microenvironment as a result of the accumu-
lation of cells with an altered phenotype. Three types
of objection have been made to the idea that senescent
cells play a role in the ageing process. These can be
simply summarised as:
(i) Senescence does not exist in vivo. It simply results
from tissue culture conditions so deficient that the
mechanisms by which growth arrest occurs in vitro are
unlikely ever to occur in the normal animal.
(ii) Senescence does occur in vivo but so few cells
ever become senescent that any effects they might
have are so small that they can be discounted.
(iii) Senescent cells do occur in vivo at appreciable
frequencies. However, the phenotypic differences
between them and their growth-competent counter-
parts are trivial. Essentially, they are present but they
do no harm.
The first of these objections focuses on how senescent
cells occur, the second on the frequency with which
they occur and the third on whether senescent cells
can exert a deleterious effect. Sufficient data have now

been accumulated to counteract these objections.
These data are derived from the culture dynamics of
normal cells grown in vitro, the detection of senescent
cells in vivo and the behaviour of such cells both ex
vivo and in vivo. It should be noted that none of these
lines of evidence requires that cells becomes senescent
by a particular pathway, merely that they have entered
the senescent state. Some of these findings are
touched on below but space precludes a full treatment
of the subject.
Perhaps the best evidence against the idea of sen-
escence as a tissue culture artefact is the body of data
which demonstrates that primary cell populations are
mixtures of clones with very variable intrinsic growth
potentials which co-exist in the same medium. The
thrust of these experiments is exemplified in a series of
studies in which the two daughter cells resulting from a
single mitotic event were separated immediately
following cytokinesis and their replicative capacity
determined. Such daughter cells differ by up to 28 in
their proliferative capability [25]. Such large differ-
ences in proliferation between identical daughter cells
are difficult to reconcile with issues of establishment
of cell culture or simply �poor tissue culture�. This
divisional behaviour also leads to the appearance of
senescent cells with very limited capacity for cell
division, consistent with their appearance over the life
course of a human [26 – 28]. However, this is not proof
that such cells exist in tissue.
Fortunately, several studies using different method-
ologies designed to detect senescent cells in vivo have
now directly demonstrated their appearance and
accumulation with age in a variety of human, primate
and rodent tissues [29 –31]. The most recent of these
[32, 33] has shown that at least 15% of all dermal cells
in very old baboons can be classed as senescent (by
immunocytochemical detection of makers of the
senescent state). Whilst there will always be argu-
ments about the number of cells required to exert an
effect, it is not unreasonable to conclude that changes
on this scale could produce degenerative effects if
senescent cells are capable of exerting them. Indeed,
senescent cells have been shown to adopt a secretory
phenotype that adversely impacts on their local
environment [34].
Direct measurement of senescent cells in vivo is
always superior to attempts to infer their presence
through the growth analysis of biopsies. However such
studies occasionally appear in the literature and thus
need to be considered. The classic studies in this area
reported an inverse correlation between donor age
and the number of population doublings achieved in
vitro when cells from donors of undefined health
status were used [35], or a sharp decline in prolifer-
ative capacity of cells from subjects who were either
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diabetic or pre-diabetic combined with no loss of
proliferative capacity in healthy controls [36].
Similar studies have been conducted more recently
using fibroblast cultures derived from the Baltimore
Longitudinal Survey on ageing and the Leiden 85-Plus
study [37, 38]. These demonstrate no statistically
significant decline in the replicative potential of
fibroblasts derived from healthy donors (the Leiden
study also failed to show a proliferation reduction in a
small number of donors with diabetes).
At first sight, these observations seem difficult to
reconcile with the idea that there is a relationship
between cell senescence and ageing, and it is a great
pity that no large-scale studies have yet been per-
formed which combine detection of senescent cells in
vivo with the growth capacity of the same biopsy
material in vitro. It is of course possible to invoke
immediate technical difficulties (e.g. a selection
process that occurs during establishment of cultures
from biopsies, or limited powers of the study) as an
explanation for the failure to observe a reduction in
growth capacity in old material. However the failure
to observe differences in proliferative capacity could,
in fact, be quite consistent with the cell senescence
hypothesis. An explicit prediction of the theory is that
senescent cells are causal agents of ageing and disease.
It would be close to direct disproof of the theory if the
mitotic tissues of the elderly were full of senescent
cells but showed no diminution in physiological
function. This has never been shown to occur and
could only arise if senescent cells were incapable of
exerting degenerative effects.
Perhaps the best evidence that senescent cells can
really exert significant �ageing� effects is provided by a
study in which human dermal populations aged in
vitro were incorporated into reconstituted human skin
equivalents. Dermal fragility and subepidermal blis-
tering increased in this system with increasing num-
bers of senescent cells [39]. A still more striking
demonstration that senescent cells can produce life-
threatening pathology was provided by experimental
induction of senescence in living rat carotid arteries.
This produced severe vascular inflammation and
changes consistent with the development of atheroma
[40]. This study should be regarded as a landmark in
the relationship between cell senescence and organ-
ismal ageing.

Molecular mechanisms of cellular senescence

Replicative senescence exists as a mechanism for
tumour suppression [41 – 43], balancing the require-
ment for cells to proliferate and the inherent risk of
neoplastic transformation with the loss of proliferative

capacity which leads to tissue dysfunction. As a result
of its importance in carcinogenesis, there is a large
literature on the mechanisms by which cells enter a
senescent state. A comprehensive treatment of this is
beyond the scope of our review, so only a brief and
broad overview of the area is given below.
The role of senescence in tumour suppression is
probably best illustrated by the observation that both
rodent and human cells (of several different types) will
enter a state of senescence in the presence of high-
grade stimulation of the proto-oncogenic ras pathway
(typically achieved by ectopic expression of oncogenic
K-ras V12) [44]. Acute exposure to ceramide [45] or
DNA-damaging agents can also trigger this reactive
style of senescence which probably contributes to the
presence of at least some senescent cells in vivo.
Cells will also enter senescence via a series of intrinsic
constitutive pathways that do not require the presence
of exogenous agents. Many normal human cell types
enter �telomere-dependent senescence� as a result of
the loss of chromosomal ends (telomeres) at each
round of DNA replication. Eventually this progressive
telomere attrition triggers a p53-dependent cell cycle
arrest leading to senescence. p53 is a driver of
senescence as determined from the premature ageing
phenotypes observed in mice expressing �hyper-ac-
tive� p53 [46], although p53-independent telomere-
dependent senescence has been reported in cells with
experimentally induced telomere instability [47]. p53
is also a significant factor in maintaining the senescent
state: p53 ablation by ubiquitin-mediated degradation
(through ectopic HPV E6 expression) or neutralisa-
tion by antibody microinjection releases cells from
senescence [48]. However, not all human cell types
use this pathway as an initial proliferative lifespan
barrier. Some, notably keratinocytes and pancreatic b

cells, primarily enter senescence through the p16-pRb
pathway [49] (so-called �telomere-independent sen-
escence�). Human glial cells enter a senescent state via
the activation of p19ARF , leading to downstream
induction of both p53 and its transcriptional target
p21CDKN1 [50– 52]. This state has been termed �p53-
dependent telomere-independent senescence� [53].
Significantly, p19ARF seems to provide a response to
oncogenic stress through the p53 pathway [reviewed
in ref. 54]. Thus p53 and its activators and effectors are
intimately linked to the onset and establishment of
senescence, which may account, at least in part, for its
potent activity as a tumour suppressor.
Cross-species studies also complicate the mechanistic
picture. Rodents in particular do not show telomere-
dependent senescence, and fibroblasts from these
animals normally enter senescence despite long
telomeres and the presence of high levels of the
telomere maintenance enzyme, telomerase. Normal
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rodent fibroblast senescence is thus more closely akin
to that induced by the p19ARF pathway than the
classical telomere-p53 axis seen in human fibroblasts.
Mice lacking the catalytic component of telomerase
(terc–/–) show premature ageing after five to six
generations [55]. The primary phenotypes observed in
this system seem to be driven by apoptosis as result of
chromosomal uncapping rather than senescence
(though apoptosis-driven proliferation to repopulate
depleted tissues may in itself accelerate the onset of
senescence, particularly in the absence of telomerase).
Rescue of fertility and germ cell viability in terc–/–
mice with short telomeres by additional loss of p53
serves to highlight the importance of p53 in triggering
the response to telomere loss in such transgenic rodent
systems [56]. Very recently, p21CDKN1 deficiency has
been shown to increase lifespan and rescue prolifer-
ative defects of both haemopoietic stem cells and gut
epithelium in mice with pathologically short telo-
meres [57], without increasing cancer susceptibility.
These results strongly suggest that p21 is involved in
the response of rodent cells to aphysiologically short
telomeres. These observations underscore the close
relationship between the senescent state and apopto-
sis, suggesting that whether a given cell will die or
senesce in response to pathological stimuli is highly
cell type and context dependent.

Werner�s syndrome

WS, first described by Otto Werner in 1904 [58],
provides perhaps the best current model of normal
human ageing. Cardinal features include bilateral
cataracts, grey hair, skin abnormalities, short stature
and hyaluronic acid excretion. In addition to the
cardinal signs, a range of clinical problems are widely
penetrant, from hoarse voice, alopecia, diabetes, soft-
tissue calcification with ulceration, atherosclerosis,
arteriosclerosis, osteoporosis, T cell atrophy (leading
to immunodeficiency) and a greatly elevated risk of
developing a subset of cancers, predominantly sarco-
mas. Patients are generally of small stature and very
low body weight with little subcutaneous fat, but have
an unusual redistribution of fatty deposits around the
abdominal region reminiscent of morbid obesity and
correlating with greatly increased risk of myocardial
infarction [59] (see also International Registry Of
Werner Syndrome: http://www.pathology.washingto-
n.edu/research/werner/registry/registry.html). Their
increased atherosclerosis and hyperlipidaemia predis-
poses to transient ischaemic attacks with possible
neurological consequences [60]. Schizophrenia and
senile dementia are also elevated in Werner�s patients
[61, 62], but there is no association of WRN protein

variants with Alzheimer�s disease [63]. With greater
clinical recognition of the syndrome, together with
improvements in cancer detection and treatment, and
health screening programmes, the median age of
death of Werner�s patients has increased from 47 to 57
years [64, 65]. Remarkably, this wide range of clinical
phenotypes that provide a fairly comprehensive
phenocopy of normal ageing results from mutation
of the single WRN gene. How can this be accounted
for?

The WRN gene
The human gene responsible for WS is located on
chromosome 8p12-p11.2 [66 –68]. It encodes a protein
of 1432 amino acids with homology to the RecQ
family of helicases [reviewed in ref. 69), and the
DEAH box family of RNA helicases [70], and it shows
3’– 5’ helicase activity in vitro [71]. WRN shares
ATPase and single-strand (ss) DNA strand annealing
activities with other members of the RecQ family.
Conserved HRDC and RQC domains are located C
terminal to the helicase region. Enzymatically, WRN
is unique amongst the RecQ family in that it also
possesses an amino-terminal 3’–5’ exonuclease do-
main [72]. At the C terminus is a nuclear localisation
sequence (aa 1358 – 1432) and a nucleolar localisation
sequence ([73]; either at amino acids 949 – 1092 [74],
or R1403 and K1404 [75]). Consistent with this, WRN
is generally sequestered in the nucleolus [76], co-
localising with nucleolin (inhibition of its helicase
activity by nucleolin has been suggested [77]).
The vast majority of patient-derived WRN mutations
encode a truncated protein lacking the C-terminal
nuclear localisation sequence, and hence are not
targeted to the nucleus [78]. Additionally, the stability
of WRN mRNAs bearing such mutations is lower than
that of intact WRN message [79], suggesting that RNA
surveillance and nonsense-mediated decay are re-
sponsible for maintaining the very low levels of WRN
mRNA in patient cells [80]. By contrast, two missense
mutations have recently been described where the
mRNA is stable but the WRN protein product is
unstable [65]. These mutations lie beyond the exonu-
clease active site and are likely to impact on folding in
this domain rather than enzymatic activity per se [81].
A further polymorphism/mutation has been reported
that abolishes helicase and helicase-associated nucle-
ase activity (polymorphism R834C [82]). Various
other polymorphisms have been described [83 – 85].
Of these, there is some controversy over R1367C,
which shows no association with longevity in Finnish
centenarian studies [86], although it has been reported
to be protective against myocardial infarction in
Japanese populations [87]. However, this finding was
not supported by data from the Baltimore longitudinal
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study, and no impact of the R1367C polymorphism on
WRN enzyme activity was detected [88]. Whilst it is
not at first sight surprising that an enzymatically intact
WRN variant has no detectable effect on human
disease incidence, WRN may also function by recruit-
ing proteins via its non-enzymatic RQC or HRDC
domains. We cannot at this stage rule out the
possibility that genetic background contributes to
the impact of particular WRN polymorphisms. In-
deed, significant differences between WRN polymor-
phisms in different racial groups are highlighted by the
HapMap project (http://egp.gs.washington.edu/gty_-
data/wrn/, also www.hapmap.org), though it is too
early to determine which, if any, differences might
impact on human lifespan.

WRN in DNA metabolism
The domain structure and nuclear/nucleolar local-
isation of the WRN protein suggest a role in DNA
metabolism (replication, repair, recombination or
transcription; see Fig. 1), and at least in vitro, WRN
helicase and exonuclease activities are directed to-
wards DNA structures mimicking those found in
DNA replication (forks), DNA recombination (four-
way junctions), transcription (loops) and telomere
maintenance (G4 tetraplexes) [89; reviewed in ref.
77]. A hallmark phenotype of WS cells is high levels of
genome instability [90 – 92], and it is significant that
epigenetic inactivation of human WRN can lead to

genomic instability and human cancer [93]. However,
the complex phenotype of cells from WS patients (see
below) does not reveal directly the mode of action of
WRN. It is possible that this complexity is the result of
enormous pleiotropy of WRN action in many or all
aspects of DNA metabolism. Since it is not yet clear
which of these processes may be the primary driver of
premature senescence in WS, we review below all
aspects in which WRN has been implicated exper-
imentally.

DNA replication
WRN is important in, though not essential for, DNA
replication, as shown by a wide range of studies, from
in vitro biochemistry to whole-cell analysis. First,
purified recombinant WRN protein assayed in vitro
for helicase activity shows a marked preference for
replication fork-like oligonucleotide templates [re-
viewed in ref. 77]. Moreover, WRN protein extracted
from cultured cells co-purifies with a very large
replication complex containing the essential DNA
polymerase processivity factor, PCNA [94]. Interac-
tion with PCNA occurs through a classical PCNA-
binding motif [95, 96] within the exonuclease domain
of WRN [97]. Additionally, the C-terminal domain of
WRN binds to an essential replication nuclease, FEN1
[98, 99] required for processing Okazaki fragments on
the lagging strand of the replication fork [100],
stimulating Fen endonuclease cleavage of 5’-flap or

Figure 1. Pleiotropy of WRN action in DNA metabolism. WRN affects all key aspects of DNA metabolism (boxed), either directly
through its helicase and exonuclease activities, or mediated through multiple protein-protein interactions (grey ovals – for clarity only a
subset of known interacting proteins are shown) Inappropriate execution of these processes in the absence of WRN leads to the molecular
outcomes shown below the arrows.
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nicked substrates [101]. Notably, Fen1 has been
implicated in processing stalled replication forks
[102], an activity also suggested for WRN [103 –
105]. As the WRN-binding site on Fen1 is adjacent to
but does not overlap that of PCNA, it is possible that
all three proteins can act co-ordinately [106].
Consistent with its interaction with replication factors,
WRN moves to replication foci in S phase and co-
localises with replication factors such as PCNA [97]
and RPA [107]. Although WRN is present at a large
subset of replication foci (60 % in normal primary
human fibroblasts [104]), it is not needed to establish
such sites, as formation and progressive morpholog-
ical changes in S phase foci are indistinguishable
between WS and normal fibroblasts [104]. Phenotypi-
cally, cells have an apparent problem with DNA
replication: cultured WS lymphoblastoid cells and
fibroblasts have an extended cell cycle with a delayed
S phase [104, 108, 109] which is not a feature of normal
senescent cells [110].
DNA fibre autoradiography studies of whole-cell
populations suggest that replication origins are more
widely dispersed in WS fibroblasts than in normal
controls [111, 112], consistent with a defect at the level
of origin firing. Confocal microscopy of combed DNA
from synchronised WS fibroblasts demonstrated that
replication fork progression is aberrant, with the
majority of bidirectional origins showing significant
fork asymmetry [104], suggesting an accumulation of
stalled replication forks in WS fibroblasts. This
hypothesis has very recently been tested by resolving
the four-way DNA junctions predicted to form at
stalled forks, which rescues the characteristic WS
phenotypes of poor proliferation, low S phase pop-
ulations and hypersensitivity to camptothecin [105].
Moreover, in vitro studies have shown that WRN can
regress replication fork-like structures [113].
Further support for a role of WRN at the replication
fork comes from the finding that WS fibroblasts and
lymphoblastoid cells are hypersensitive to the top-
oisomerase I poison camptothecin [114 – 116]; at-
tempts to replicate over camptothecin-induced sin-
gle-strand breaks is thought to lead to replication fork
collapse [117]. Moreover, a functional association of
WRN with TopoI has been demonstrated [118].
Taken together, these results suggest that WRN may
play a role in restarting stalled replication forks or in
preventing the accumulation of recombination inter-
mediates such as Holiday junctions at collapsed forks
[105]. This may be of particular significance during the
replication of repetitive DNA or genomic regions
containing replication fork barriers such as the rDNA
[119, 120]. It is noteworthy that yeast cells mutant for
the WRN homologue Sgs1 show excessive recombi-
nation of rDNA, resulting in extrusion of rDNA

circles [121]. Accumulation of such extrachromoso-
mal rDNA circles strongly correlates with senescence
[122].

Telomere maintenance
WRN may be involved in telomere maintenance as
well as during global DNA replication. Purified
recombinant WRN protein can act on G4 tetraplex
and D-loop structures analogous to telomeric DNA
[123, 124]. Not only does WRN bind to the telomere-
capping protein TRF2, but this interaction also
regulates the exonuclease and helicase activities of
WRN on telomere-like DNA [125 –127]. WRN co-
localises with telomeres in ALT cells [127], telomere
replication appears aberrant in cells expressing a
dominant negative WRN helicase [128], and telomere
abnormalities have been described in WS cells [129,
130], though single telomere length measurements on
the X chromosome have shown roughly normal rates
of telomeric attrition in WS [131]. Additionally, the
very low proliferative capacity of WS fibroblasts can
be overcome by ectopic expression of human telomer-
ase [132]. These findings are suggestive that telomere
defects may be causal in WS senescence [133, 134],
supported by very recent data indicating that altered
telomere dynamics can lead to genomic instability in
WS [135, 136].

DNA recombination
There are many lines of evidence suggesting that
WRN is important in homologous recombination
(HR), not least its functional or direct association with
recombination proteins such as Rad51 [137] and
Rad52 [138]. Recombination is aberrant in cells
lacking functional WRN [139], WRN can suppress
illegitimate recombination in yeast cells defective for
the homologue Sgs1 [140], and the Schistosaccharo-
myces pombe homologue Rqh1 is required for sup-
pression of homologous recombination, permitting
transient S phase arrest on damage [141]. All these
lines of data further support a role for WRN in
restraining recombination. Moreover, a hypomorphic
mutation of the Drosophila WRN exonuclease results
in extremely high levels of somatic recombination
[Saunders et al. , unpublished data]. The prokaryotic
Holliday junction resolvase, RusA, can complement
WS cells to permit recombination and survival follow-
ing cis-platin damage to DNA, apparently acting
downstream from Rad51 [137]. In support of this idea,
WRN interacts with the DSB response complex MRN,
probably via Nbs1 which acts either upstream or
downstream of Rad51 [142– 144]. Moreover, RusA
expression restores S phase progression and prolifer-
ative capacity to WS fibroblasts [105], phenotypes
that are presumed to result from excessive accumu-
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lation of Holliday junctions, at least in part at stalled
replication forks. This strongly suggests either that
WRN acts directly in HR, or that it prevents the
accumulation of substrates that are otherwise resolved
via recombinational mechanisms. The hyper-recom-
bination seen in WS patient cells [92] is more
supportive of the latter hypothesis. Interestingly,
dissolution of double Holliday junctions by BLM, in
combination with BLAP and TopoIIIa [145, 146],
requires the HRDC domain [147]; domain swap
experiments with WRN HRDC should prove inter-
esting.
In addition to accurate HR, WRN is implicated in the
error-prone recombinational pathway of non-homol-
ogous end joining (NHEJ) [148]. In a plasmid-based
assay for NHEJ in transfected WS cells, large deletion
products were formed [149], with products differing
according to whether DNA had 5’ overhang, 3’
overhang or blunt ends, and a �balance� between
exonuclease and helicase activities was postulated to
be important in mediating correct processing without
excessive deletion [150]. Interestingly, the Ku hetero-
dimer, an essential factor for NHEJ, is a known
protein partner of WRN, stimulating its exonuclease
activity [151, 152], while double deletion of WRN and
Ku leads to lower sensitivity to camptothecin [153]. It
is possible that WRN may act exonucleolytically in
NHEJ when its helicase activity is repressed. Surpris-
ingly, NHEJ in WS cells can be complemented by a
mutant variant of WRN that lacks both helicase and
exonuclease function (complementation by each sin-
gle-point mutant form was partial) [150]. This suggests
that WRN may recruit factors necessary for NHEJ
rather than, or in addition to, acting enzymatically.

DNA repair
WS cells are hypersensitive to a specific subset of
DNA-damaging agents including 4NQO [105, 154]
and accumulate a large number of oxidative lesions on
exposure to H2O2 [155] or under normal culture
conditions [156]. These findings are suggestive of
problems in dealing with oxidative damage through
the base excision repair (BER) pathway. Recently, it
has been demonstrated that both patient-derived WS
and RNAi-WRN-knockdown cells are also hyper-
sensitive to methylating agents [157, 158]. Alkyl and
oxidative lesions in DNA are normally processed
through the BER pathway, of which there are two
distinct biochemical routes. The first allows simple
removal of the damaged base by a glycosylase, with
cleavage of the phosphodiester backbone by an AP
endonuclease at the resulting apurinic/apyrimidic site.
Replacement synthesis by DNA pol b then ligation by
DNA ligase 1 repairs the lesion quickly and precisely.
WRN physically interacts with and stimulates DNA

polymerase b, in vitro [159, 160], and WRN helicase
activity is inhibited by AP1 endonuclease, with
inhibition relieved by DNA pol b [159, 161].
An alternative �long patch� BER pathway also exists
[162], requiring the action of the same enzymes
employed in Okazaki fragment processing: interest-
ingly, WRN interacts with many of these components,
including PCNA [94, 97], RPA [163] and Fen1 [98].
Furthermore, WRN interacts with the poly(ADP-
ribosyl) polymerase (PARP1) [164, 165], important in
damage signalling. Such binding is thought to modu-
late the helicase and exonuclease activities of WRN
and occurs shortly after oxidative and alkylating DNA
damage and prior to caspase cleavage of PARP [Cox,
unpublished data]. Taken together, it is highly likely
that WRN is involved both in single-nucleotide
(�short-patch�) and long-patch BER.

Transcriptional regulation
Global transcription, as assayed by 3H-uridine incor-
poration, is decreased in WS compared with normal
controls, and this is seen especially in the nucleolus
[166], suggesting an impact of WRN on RNA
polymerase I transcription that may be direct or
through provision of an accessible template. rRNA
transcription is enhanced by WRN interaction with
RNA polymerase I [167]. Additionally, a role for
WRN in RNA polymerase II-mediated transcription
has been shown in permeabilised cells and in vitro
studies [168]; furthermore, loss of WRN may result in
lower basal levels of transcription through inability to
resolve unusual DNA or chromatin structures. It is
interesting that WRN is required to prevent the
accumulation of overt DNA double-strand breaks
upon treatment with the chromatin-modifying drugs
chloroquine and trichostatin [169], supporting a role
for WRN in maintaining a template competent for
both transcription and replication.
It is possible that WRN may play further regulatory
functions in controlling gene expression, given the
action of WRN homologues in evolutionarily distant
species. For example, a RecQ in Neurospora crassa
and Mut-7 in C. elegans are both involved in RISC-
dependent RNA silencing [170, 171], and the WRN
exonuclease homologue in Arabidposis thaliana,
WEX, mediates post-transcriptional gene silencing
[172]. Human WRN has not at present been shown to
possess similar activities, though experimental diffi-
culties in obtaining stable RNAi knockdown of WRN
[L. S. Cox, R. G. A. Faragher unpublished data] are
provocative.

Chromosome segregation and stability
Correct segregation of mitotic chromosomes is essen-
tial to maintain gene and chromosome copy number
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and genome stability. Yeast models of WS demon-
strate that chromosome segregation is aberrant when
Sgs1 or Rqh1 are mutated [173, 174]; this may reflect
an indirect (via checkpoint activation) or a direct
action of these homologues on chromosome segrega-
tion mechanisms. It is therefore possible that WRN
may play a role in sister chromatid cohesion or release
of cohesion at mitosis. Interestingly, cohesion is
established in S phase [175], a time when WRN
migrates to the nucleoplasm and sites of DNA syn-
thesis [97, 104, 107]. It will be interesting to explore
more rigorously a possible role of WRN in chromatid
segregation.
It is equally possible that WRN (or its yeast homo-
logues) is important in chromosome segregation
through the spindle checkpoint. By comparison,
another human RecQ protein, BLM, is phosphory-
lated during mitosis by the MPS-1 kinase, and
phosphorylated BLM then interacts with polo-like
kinase 1. A BLM point mutation (S144A) that cannot
be phosphorylated by MPS1 supports normal rates of
sister chromatid exchange (SCE) (Bloom�s syndrome
(BS) is characterised by excessive SCEs) but cannot
maintain mitotic arrest on MPS1 activation through
the spindle checkpoint [176].

Impact of WRN loss on cells and tissues
Probably the most interesting question which can be
asked when considering WS is how loss-of-function
mutations in WRN produce the pleiotropic �ageing�
phenotype seen in the patient. This requires the
application of integrative biology, moving beyond the
gene to the cell and the tissue.
At the cellular level, WS fibroblasts show probably the
most limited divisional capacity of any human cells.
Ninety percent of all WS fibroblast cultures enter
senescence after proliferating for fewer than 20
population doublings [177]. This premature senes-
cence results from very rapid rates of exit from the cell
cycle compared to normal controls [178]. The multiple
roles of WRN in DNA metabolism and the known
hypersensitivity of WRN null cells to agents such as
camptothecin immediately suggest that elevated
DNA damage (essentially occurring at random across
the genome) may cause the poor ability to grow. The
alternative to arrest due to this sort of dispersed
damage would be that WS fibroblasts show premature
senescence as a result of an acceleration of telomere-
driven senescence. Elevated telomeric deletion from
single sister chromatids and telomeric dysfunction
have been reported recently and several groups have
shown that Werner�s syndrome fibroblasts can be
immortalised by ectopic expression of telomerase
[132, 179, 180]. This suggests a primary role for
telomere shortening as the driver of the short lifespan;

however attempts to demonstrate a consistently
increased rate of telomere loss have been unsuccessful
[131], suggesting that it is not going on! How are these
data to be interpreted?
A helpful observation is that not all types of WS cells
senesce prematurely, though all of them show features
consistent with aberrant DNA metabolism (see
above). The best characterised example of this is
found in T cells derived from WS patients. These show
no reduction in growth capacity compared to normal
controls [181] but are hypersensitive to DNA-damag-
ing agents with aberrations consistent with being null
for WRN [177, 182]. Fibroblasts and T cells differ in
their expression levels of telomerase (it is essentially
absent in fibroblasts but is induced upon activation in
T cells). These differences have been generalised into
models which suggest that the effects of WRN loss on
the ability to grow will depend on the controls on
replicative lifespan of the cell type in question [133,
134, 183]. The best working model for how WS cells
become senescent is therefore a mixture of irrever-
sible cell cycle exit and accelerated telomere-driven
senescence. These molecular insights provide impor-
tant clues to potential therapeutic routes (see below).
The observation that premature replicative senes-
cence is not a universal response to a lack of WRN
provides a satisfying explanation for the most obvious
clinical difference between WS patients and normal
ageing humans. WS patients show multiple but tissue-
specific decline in functional capacity. Some tissues
(such as the dermal layer of the skin or the bones) are
very severely affected by the disease whilst some
others, notably the immune system, are essentially
normal. In contrast, normal older people show a
pattern of consistent decline across multiple organ
systems. We do not see geriatric humans with the
bones of a centenarian and the T cells of a teenager.
Something close to this is observed in WS.
Perhaps the best evidence that replicative senescence
plays a major role in the clinical presentation of the
syndrome comes from Wrn knockout mice. Animals
lacking WRN alone show few premature ageing
phenotypes despite the fact that their cells show a
mutator phenotype characteristic of the disease and
increased sensitivity to the effects of several DNA-
damaging agents [184, 185]. Most notably, the pre-
mature replicative senescence seen in human WS
fibroblasts was not recapitulated in this model. Thus
simple genomic instability is not in itself sufficient to
replicate the WS phenotype in rodents. In contrast
Wrn/Terc double mutants develop age-dependent
pathologies very similar to those seen in WS humans
(including grey hair, osteoporosis, type II diabetes,
cataracts, an elevated frequency of non-epithelial
malignancies and premature death). Fibroblasts
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from these animals show both sensitivity to DNA-
damaging agents and accelerated replicative senes-
cence in vitro [186]. Thus, loss of WRN appears only to
give a profound phenotype if senescent cells are
generated at accelerated rates.
The accumulation of senescent cells with their proin-
flammatory phenotype provides a good potential
explanation for the development of many of the
pathologies seen in the disease, but is this mechanism
the whole story? At least one clinical feature of the
disease seems unlikely to be caused simply by
senescent cells. This is the observation that WS
patients have elevated cancer frequencies for a
selected subset of mesenchymal neoplasms [187].
The increased frequency of these unusual tumours is
more consistent with the genomic instability caused by
loss of WRN than with an excessive generation of
senescent cells. Provocatively, this is also one of the
aspects of the disease which is most at variance with
the clinical presentation of normal elderly people.
In whole organisms, different tissue systems interact
to maintain physiological homeostasis. Thus a serious
perturbation in one tissue may have equally serious
effects on another even though the primary cause of
that perturbation is absent. Based on what we know
about cell division counting mechanisms, the cells of
the cardiovascular system (endothelium and vascular
smooth muscle) are not especially strong candidates
for a severe lifespan deficit in the absence of WRN.
However, cardiovascular disease is a striking feature
of WS, suggesting either that these cells will senes-
cence prematurely or that some other mechanism is at
work. Although the replicative lifespans of vascular
cells from WS patients have yet to be formally
measured, there are at least some data to suggest
that systemic perturbations are playing a major role in
this aspect of the phenotype.
WS patients accumulate visceral fat by an unknown
mechanism (probably due to altered cell turnover in
the pre-adipocyte compartment) and show a robust
phenotype of insulin resistance which is mediated by
high circulating levels of plasma tumour necrosis
factor (TNF)-a and low levels of adiponectin [188,
189]. Thus, although not morbidly obese, WS pa-
tients have cytokine profiles akin to those seen in
metabolic syndrome. Since severe cardiovascular
disorders (including atherosclerosis) are common in
metabolic syndrome, it is at least plausible that these
systemic factors are driving the disease in WS
patients. This pattern of pathology would be difficult
to explain simply in terms of a RecQ helicase
mutation, but an integrative approach allows the
ramifications of such a mutation to be conceptual-
ised. This also gives insights into potential treatments
[see ref. 190 and below].

From genotype and phenotype to therapy in WS
The most important factors in increasing life expect-
ancy and quality of life for WS patients are early
diagnosis, regular monitoring and effective treatment,
particularly of neoplasia. The efficacy of such an
approach can be seen in the Japanese population,
where life expectancy of WS patients has increased
markedly over the past decade [64]. In addition to
these, an understanding of the key roles of WRN in
DNA metabolism (Fig. 1) may be central to providing
an effective therapy for those with the disease (see
also Fig. 3). In particular, the idea that the S phase
deficit results from accumulation of stalled replication
forks, with concomitant accumulation of unusual
DNA structures such as Holliday junctions, has led
to the development of an experimental reversal of the
WS phenotypes of poor cell cycle progression and
drug sensitivity, by supplying an ectopic Holliday
junction-cleaving enzyme [105, 137]. Whilst not a
treatment option per se, these findings have high-
lighted the HR pathway components as potential
targets for intervention in WS.
Knowledge of the protein interactions of WRN and
importantly the signal transduction pathways that
transmit the signal from stalled replication forks or
broken DNA has led to an alternative strategy for WS
therapy. Inhibition of the p38 stress kinase, which is
involved in signal transduction from DNA damage to
cell cycle arrest, using the small-molecule compound
SB203580, appears to reverse not only the prolifer-
ative deficits of cultured WS fibroblasts but also their
gross morphological abnormalities, including a re-
structuring of the actin cytoskeleton [191]. WS
fibroblasts grow well in the presence of the drug and
although there are legitimate concerns that continued
proliferation may pose an increased cancer risk in WS
patients, correcting the proliferative defect may bring
real clinical benefit.
Lastly, the systemic effects of WRN mutations are also
amenable to treatment. Fat distribution, serum adi-
ponectin levels and insulin resistance can all be
improved in WS patients by pioglitazone treatment
[188 – 190, 192], suggesting that this drug may be one
effective route to improving patient life expectancy by
decreasing risk of cardiovascular accidents. It is likely
that a combination of therapies targeting various
pathologies will be most effective in terms of clinical
outcome.

Hutchinson-Gilford progeroid syndrome

This is a very rare, severe infant-onset progeria in
which children manifest marked signs of ageing within
their first year, with significant growth retardation
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throughout the truncated lifespan [193]. Like WS
patients, they suffer from alopecia, lipodystrophy,
osteoporosis, arteriosclerosis and atherosclerosis. The
major cause of death is myocardial infarction at
median age 11, due to coronary artery atherosclerosis.
Unlike WS, HGPS patients do not suffer from
cataracts or show neurological problems.

Identification of the HGPS gene
In 2003, the gene on human chromosome 1q21
responsible for HGPS was identified as LMNA [194,
195]. It is large gene (24 kb) with 12 exons and encodes
at least four distinct splice variant products [196, 197].
Of these, lamin A (75 kDa) and lamin C (64 kDa),
together with lamin B, which is encoded on a separate
locus, make up the 20- to 50-nm-thick intermediate
filament network of the nuclear lamina that underlies
and supports the nuclear envelope [reviewed in refs.
198, 199]. Unlike the cytoplasmic and extracellular
intermediate filaments, the lamins undergo rapid and
reversible depolymerisation at every cell division,
mediated through phosphorylation by the G2/M
phase cyclin-dependent kinases [200, 201]; lamin
repolymerisation promotes nuclear envelope reas-
sembly after mitosis [reviewed in refs 198, 202, 203].
Lamin A is initially synthesized as a precursor pre-
lamin A that undergoes farnesylation on a conserved
CAAX motif (cysteine-aliphatic-aliphatic-variable),

with subsequent cleavage in two stages to form a
mature lamin A (see Fig. 2) [reviewed in ref. 204]. The
most common mutation in HGPS occurs in exon 11
leading to activation of an otherwise cryptic splice
donor site. Incorrect splicing then results in formation
of an aberrant mRNA lacking the last 150 nucleotides
of exon 11 [194, 195, 205, 206]. The encoded protein is
50 amino acids shorter than wild-type lamin A, and
lacks the cleavage sites usually recognised by the
NER-associated Zmpste24 metalloprotease, resulting
in accumulation of incorrectly processed pre-lamin A,
also known as �progerin� or D50 lamin A. There are at
least two possible steps in the processing pathway that
involve proteolysis; disruption of either would lead to
accumulation of pre-lamin A (Fig. 2 [see also ref. 204].
From this it can be seen that the classic LMNA G608G
mutation in HGPS results in formation of a truncated
pre-lamin A, whilst Zmpste24 mutation leads to
accumulation of wild-type pre-lamin A (the usual
lamin A precursor). Interestingly, other mutations in
lamin A cause human disease but with a different
phenotypic spectrum from HGPS [reviewed in refs
197, 207, 208; see also OMIM entry 150330].
The main mutation involved in HGPS, G608G, is a de
novo mutation occurring on a paternal inherited allele
in the majority of cases [194, 195, 205], although one
case of somatic mosaicism in an asymptomatic mother
carrying the G608G mutation, and transmitting pro-

Figure 2. Lamin A-processing pathway. Pre-lamin A mRNA is encoded by the lamin A/C gene (lamin C is a shorter splice variant lacking
the CAAX motif) It is translated by cytosolic ribosomes and then becomes farnesylated by the action of farnesyl transferase, providing it
with a hydrophobic anchor by which it associates with the cytosolic side of the rough endoplasmic reticulum membrane. Proteolytic
cleavage of the two aliphatic and adjacent residue of the CAAX motif leaves pre-lamin A with a farnesylated cysteine residue. Further
cleavage by the Zmpste24 protease releases mature lamin A protein into the cytosol, from where it is transported into the nucleus. Once
inside the nucleus, lamin A can associate with membrane-bound lamin B to form the nuclear lamina, or it can remain soluble in the
nucleoplasm. Experimental or therapeutic interventions to relieve accumulation of pre-lamin A are shown in green, whilst deleterious
impacts on the pathways (naturally occurring or experimentally induced mutations) are shown in red.
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geria, has been reported [209]. There is strong
evidence that accumulated farnesylated prelamin A
(progerin) exerts toxic effects [210], suggesting that
only one mutant allele is required to cause disease.
Expression of progerin in the presence of wild-type
lamin A impacts significantly on the structure and
organisation of the nucleus [211], consistent with a
dominant negative action disrupting normal lamin
processing, assembly and turnover. Similarly, hetero-
zygous LmnaHG/+ mice show HGPS-like cellular
defects [212]. These findings all support the conten-
tion that the common HGPS mutation (G608G)
exerts a dominant effect. However, compound heter-
ozygous mutations have also been reported [213],
which may result in atypical HGPS, and homozygous
mutation has been mooted to cause HGPS [214]. It is
noteworthy that some cases of the related laminop-
athy, neonatal lethal restrictive dermopathy (RD)
actually result from LMNA mutation [215 – 217;
reviewed in ref. 206], rather than the more usual
mutation in the Zmpste24 metalloprotease [216, 218].
It is possible that these may be more properly
considered as atypical, neonatal and severe progeria.
Moreover, syndromes in which Zmpste24 is mutant
show autosomal recessive inheritance.

Cellular phenotype in HGPS
HGPS cells show altered population dynamics, ab-
normal nuclear architecture and problems with DNA
replication, DNA repair and transcription as a con-
sequence of mutations in LMNA.
Abnormal nuclear morphology including deforma-
tion of the nuclear envelope and a loss of the usual
spherical shape of the nuclei is the major cellular
feature of the disease and is associated with the
appearance of micronuclei, where the genome has
been fragmented and recompartmentalised. Such
fragmented genomes are incapable of correct repli-
cation or segregation at mitosis, and may trigger
apoptosis. The fraction of cells with such abnormal
nuclear morphology increases as the population pro-
liferates in culture, as does the proportion of cells with
a missing or abnormal A-type lamin [219], consistent
with the idea that such morphological abnormalities
arise as a consequence of cell replication and division.
In addition to abnormal lamina staining, HGPS nuclei
show histone demethylation (specifically loss of
methyl-K9 on histone H3) and loss of the hetero-
chromatin protein HP1a [220], which contributes to
the observed loss of peripheral heterochromatin [221]
and further impacts on chromosome stability. Since
the nuclear lamina penetrates through the nucleus and
provides a scaffold for DNA spooling during repli-
cation and transcription [222], loss of lamina integrity
can impact not only on nuclear structure but also on

nucleic acid processing. This is borne out by exper-
imental data demonstrating defects in DNA replica-
tion [223 – 225] and transcription [226, 227] in nuclei
with defective lamins. In addition, lamin A has been
proposed to recruit DNA repair proteins to sites of
damage, based on the aberrant distribution of Rad51
foci and the persistence of gH2AX foci in irradiated
HGPS cells compared with wild-type fibroblasts
[228].
In a mouse model of HGPS, which is null for the
Zmpste24 protease (hence with accumulation of wild-
type pre-lamin A), similar problems with Rad51
redistribution are observed, together with persistence
of damage foci [228]. Additionally, nuclear morphol-
ogy is aberrant in embryonic fibroblasts derived from
Zmpste24-null mice [229], similar to that observed in
mice null or mutant for Lmna [230]. A high frequency
of micronuclei and loss of peripheral heterochromatin
is detected, entirely consistent with the phenotype
observed for HGPS patient fibroblasts. However,
there is no increase in apoptosis in the Zmpste24-null
mice [231], unlike the very high rates of cell death seen
in Lmna mutant mice [230]. The phenotypes in
Zmpste24 mutant mice were reversed by creation of
lamin A heterozygotes in an Zmpste24-null back-
ground [210], suggesting that at least in the presence
of mature lamin A, there is a threshold limit of pre-
lamin A that cells can tolerate before pathological
changes in nuclear architecture develop. However,
wild-type pre-lamin A and progerin may be differ-
entially toxic.
Consistent with high levels of DNA damage and other
stresses resulting from aberrant nuclear and chroma-
tin architecture, the p53 pathway appears to be
hyperactivated in HGPS cells [231]. Upregulation of
many p53 transcriptional targets including p21CDKN1

and Gadd45 is observed, though oddly without
detectable increase in p53 protein or post-transla-
tional modification of p53 usually associated with
DNA damage responses [231]. Most notably, many of
the HGPS phenotypes are fully rescued by a decrease
in lamin A (i.e. Lmna+/-) and partially rescued by
deletion of p53; double-knockout p53-/- Lmna-/-
mouse cells proliferate more readily than single
knockdowns and show a normal nuclear morphology,
while the lifespan of the mice is extended [231]. This
result is strongly suggestive that p53 or its downstream
effectors such as p21 drive the senescence of HGPS
cells. Cultures of fibroblasts from some HGPS pa-
tients show a reduced proliferative capacity, with
aberrant population dynamics. However, rather than
the very rapid rates of exit from the cell cycle into
senescence seen in WS, HGPS cells show a hyerpro-
liferative phenotype in conjunction with high rates of
apoptosis [219].
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To summarise, lamin A loss and accumulation of
progerin has three profound consequences: (i) loss of
nuclear integrity and architecture, leading to changes
in chromatin structure and aberrant gene expression;
(ii) frank and persistent DNA damage resulting from
both aberrant sequestration by progerin of essential
repair proteins (e.g. Rad51) and lack of targeting of
such proteins by mature lamin A to sites of damage;
(iii) elevated rates of cell turnover driven primarily by
apoptosis. How do these features of the mutation link
to the progeroid features of the patient?
Our own view is that the fundamental nuclear
instability at the level of individual cells leads to
elevated rates of cellular apoptosis. These elevated
rates of cellular apoptosis lead to increased rates of
cell turnover within a population of HGPS cells. Such
increased rates of turnover generate increased num-
bers of senescent cells, which probably mediate much
of the pathology. In this sense, HGPS would be
analogous to WS at the cell population level but with
elevated senescent production being driven by a
failure to retain cells rather than an elevated tendency
to enter the senescent state.

Impact of defects in lamin A processing on tissues and
cells
Abnormal fat metabolism is a clinically significant
feature of HGPS, with atherosclerosis leading to early
morbidity and mortality. By analogy to a related
laminopathy, Dunnigan-type familial partial lipodys-
trophy [232], we suggest that the abnormalities in fat
metabolism in HGPS may be caused by progerin
binding to and sequestering SREBP1 (Fig. 3), an
adipogenic transcription factor important in fat me-
tabolism and adipose differentiation. In normal adi-
pose differentiation, intranuclear SREBP1 binds and
activates the transcription factor PPARg [233] ; it is
possible that this does not occur adequately in HGPS,
and that the characteristic lipodystrophy is a conse-
quence of such sequestration of important transcrip-
tion factors. Lipodystrophy is a common feature in
many laminopathies, but structural differences in the
molecular conformation and stability of mutant
lamins in other laminopathies [234] suggest that the
causative mechanism may differ in each – for example,
Dunnigan-type familial partial lipodystrophy results
from a stable lamin A that can no longer form
appropriate protein associations [234], though later
studies have shown the presence of peripheral pre-
lamin A in this syndrome [232]; whether protein-
protein interactions are similarly aberrant for proger-
in is less clear.

From genotype and phenotype to therapy in HGPS
A-type lamins are differentially expressed in human
cells [196], so it is possible that therapies directed at
HGPS could aim to decrease overall levels of LMNA
without deleterious effects. To this end, lentiviral
expression of short hairpin RNAi (shRNAi) targeted
against pre-spliced and mutant LMNA mRNA has
been carried out in HGPS fibroblasts [235]. This
treatment led to significant decreases in SA-b-gal
staining (a marker of senescent cells). Moreover, such
cells showed marked increases in proliferative capaci-
ty determined both by clonogenic assays and cumu-
lative population doublings. Most surprisingly, these
cells showed reversion of nuclear morphology to a
more rounded and regular appearance, with loss of
micronuclei, even though they are significantly lack-
ing in full length and D50 lamin A/progerin [235].
These authors suggest that shRNAi may be useful as a
tool in restricting arterial wall stenosis and thus
eventually be employed as gene therapy for HGPS
once better delivery systems targeting the arterial wall
have been developed [235]. This is obviously of huge
importance given that the major cause of death in
HGPS is from coronary artery atherosclerosis, and
deserves rapid follow-up.
Whilst RNAi has significant potential for in vivo
therapy, morpholinos (modified oligonucleotides)
have been reported to cause fewer �off-target� effects
in gene expression knock down studies. Morpholinos
targeted to the cryptic splice site of progerin have been
used successfully to reverse phenotypes in HGPS cells
including nuclear morphology, lamin A levels and
distribution, heterochromatin distribution and tran-
scription [220]. This is a proof of principle that
deserves rapid translation into the clinic.
Since gene delivery systems and in vivo gene therapy
in humans are still in their infancy, alternative
strategies are necessary if HGPS is to be treated in
any meaningful way in the near future. The loss of
heterochromatin observed in HGPS has been targeted
by use of the histone deacetylase inhibitor trichostatin
A; together with mevinolin, this was found not only to
lead to restoration of heterochromatin organisation,
but also to reduce progerin levels markedly [221].
Such drugs therefore provide important new leads for
development of therapies for HGPS.
The most promising of current possible therapies is the
use of farnesyl transferase inhibitors to prevent the
formation of farnesylated pre-lamin A, a step that
normally targets pre-lamin A to the nuclear envelope
(see Fig. 2). The rationale is based on the assumption
that abnormalities in nuclear architecture and nuclear
blebbing resulting from incorporation of abnormal
pre-lamin A are causative of the pathology in HGPS.
This is based on data from HeLa cells bearing
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mutations that result in either pre-lamin A that could
not be farnesylated, or farnesylated lamin A that
could not be cleaved [236]. Nuclei appeared morpho-
logically normal without lamin A, but HGPS-like
aberrant architecture was observed in cells expressing
the uncleavable variant [236]. Thus it is the presence
of progerin rather than the absence of lamin A that is
important in abnormal nuclear structure in HGPS.
Although FTIs would also interfere with isoprenyla-
tion of B-type lamins (and possibly other proteins such
as c-ras), it was felt that this would be less deleterious

than accumulation of incorrectly processed lamin A.
To test this hypothesis, a mouse model of HGPS was
created by gene targeting to produce an LmnaHG allele
that encodes progerin [212, 237]. Embryonic fibro-
blasts from such mice showed nuclear blebbing and
abnormal lamin staining characteristic of HGPS,
together with high levels of progerin. Upon treatment
with the farnesyl transferase inhibitor PB-43, there
was a very marked decrease in nuclear blebbing in the
HG mouse fibroblasts [212], and improved growth
and bone structure in the mice [237]. Whilst these

Figure 3. Drivers of senescence and therapeutic opportunities in WS and HGPs. Drivers, factors leading to the accumulation of DNA
damage, are boxed at the top of the diagram, with causative factors shown in red. All result in DNA damage if unchecked; however, several
therapeutic or modulatory options are now available. Blocking pre-lamin A farnesylation with farnesyl transferase inhibitors (FTIs), or
depleting lamin A using either morpholinos or RNAi leads to a significant reduction in aberrant morphological changes of the nucleus
usually associated with HGPS, and a reduction in resultant DNA damage. Mouse cells and mice models of HGPS treated with FTIs show
significant improvement in proliferation, and the entrie organism shows better bone structure and increased longevity. FTIs are already
licensed for treatment of malaria and various cancers. Statins also reduce farnesylation and may prove useful in HGPS. Telomere attrition
leading to signalling into the DNA damage pathway can be overcome in cell cultures by ectopically supplying telomerase, whilst the
problems with DNA replication and cell proliferation resulting from loss of WRN can be overcome using a Holliday junction resolving
enzyme, resolvase. As far as Signal transduction is concerned, during adipose differentiation, SRBEP1 binds and stimulates the PPARg
transcription factor; SREBP1 sequestration by progerin may prevent this in HGPS. Use of the PPARg agonist pioglitazone has proven
valuable in diminishing several aspects of lipodystrophy and metabolic syndrome in WS patients and may play an equally important role in
the treatment of HGPS. Once DNA damage has occurred, through whatever route, there is still scope to modulate the response of the cell
by inhibiting the stress signal transducing kinase p38 with the inhibitor SB203580, a drug already licensed for use in diabetes. Moving on to
effectors; inhibition of the tumour suppressor p53 may not be ideal as it would be expected to lead to increase in cancer incidence; however,
interfering with its downstream effector p21CDKN1 appears to reduce excess cell cycle exit and senescence in mouse models, without
increasing cancer incidence. Gene deletion in people is not yet a viable option as in experimental animals, but RNAi may prove useful in
this context. The flip side of preventing senescence using drugs is the possibility of causing senescence by design, with major benefits in
cancer therapy. In particular, hyperactivating the p21 CDKN1 pathway through small-molecule drugs (e.g. nucleoside analogue CYC102) may
prove a fruitful therapeutic route.
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studies were conducted in a mouse model, there is
clear hope that FTIs will prove of benefit to HGPS
patients. As drugs, they are already approved for use
in treating malaria and cancers such as ductal breast
carcinomas. In terms of treating very sick children, it is
also fortunate that FTIs are stable and can be given
orally, with generally good tolerance. Given the
severity and inevitable lethality of the condition,
fast-track approval of FTIs for clinical trials in HGPS
patients is a vital goal.

Conclusions

The last decade has produced an exponential rise in
our understanding of the molecular pathology of both
WS and HGPs. This growth in our understanding of
the disorders has also driven the development of
potential therapies which deserve to enter clinical
trials in the near future. The relationship between
disease mechanisms and routes to therapy is shown in
Figure 3. The successful treatment of a human
premature ageing syndrome by any of these means
would represent a tremendous medical advance.
Our knowledge of the pathology of these progeroid
syndromes may very well also bring benefits outside
the immediate arena of disease treatment. In this
review we have tried to show that there is a solid body
of data suggesting that the accumulation of senescent
cells is critical to many of the primary premature-
ageing phenotypes seen in WS and HGPS. This is an
important step in our understanding of the normal
ageing process itself, because at the time the disorders
were selected as useful potential ageing models,
virtually nothing was known about how the mutations
causing each disorder resulted in the phenotype of the
patients. In the case of HGPS, even the mode of
inheritance of the disease was the subject of intense
debate. Both WS and HGPS could, in principle, have
been caused by a very wide variety of mechanisms
which had no relevance to normal ageing. However it
is now clear that the most likely cause of the progeroid
phenotype in both types of disorder is cell senescence,
a mechanism that was independently proposed to
cause ageing in normal individuals. Thus, if we can
successfully treat the premature-ageing diseases, it is
at least possible that we can ameliorate some aspects
of normal ageing as well. This is an exciting prospect.
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